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Inside this edition: Pg.   The big moves for farmers over the past month have come in financial 
markets.  The Reserve Bank has changed its tune and is set to keep the 
Official Cash Rate (OCR) on hold well into next year.  In fact, with inflation low 
and staying there over the next couple of quarters, it’s now a case if, not 
when, the Reserve Bank (RBNZ) next hikes the OCR.   

We expect that means the RBNZ will be on hold until September 2015.  
Previously, we had expected the next OCR hike to come in March 2015.  
Moreover, the current inflation environment warrants less OCR increases in 
total previously.  All up, interest rates are staying lower for longer. 

Also the NZD is starting to play ball, boosting commodity prices in NZD terms.  
Since the July Farmshed Economics, the NZD has posted falls against the USD in 
each subsequent edition.   

Meanwhile, It’s been a long hard road, but key whole milk powder prices are 
hinting that they have found a bottom.  Prices have now increased for two 
consecutive auctions.  However, the same can’t be said for broader global dairy 
prices – the search for a bottom there goes on. 

For farmers, time is fast running out for this season’s milk price.  While a 
weaker NZD is helping, prices need to lift materially over the coming auctions 
for our $5.10/kg forecast to hold.  Further out though, we continue to expect a 
rebound in dairy prices.  Time will tell whether the rebound happens in time for 
this season or next. 

In comparison, meat prices continue to shine, particularly as beef’s purple 
patch has continued into November.  In fact, since the first edition of Farmshed 
Economics back in April, the index has surged close to 50%. Also, spring lamb 
prices have peaked at a healthy level, with the per kg price of a 17.5kg lamb 
comfortably above $6.  And compared to a year ago, prices are around 5% 
higher.  Lastly, after appearing headed for the same fate as dairy prices earlier 
in the year, forestry prices have shown signs recently of stabilising. 
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Key Rural Data: Chart of the Month: 

As at 7 November 2014 Current 4 wks  ago Year ago Outlook*

Rural Commodity Prices:

ASB Dairy Price Index (USD) 165.9 167.7 263.5 

Lamb Price Index (NZD) 205.2 200.9 197.7 

Beef Price Index (NZD) 288.7 257.5 219.2 

ASB Forestry Price Index (USD) 157.9 155.7 161.1 

Interest Rates:

90-day bank bi l l s 3.67 3.68 2.63 

2 year swap 3.97 4.06 3.55 

5 year swap 4.25 4.32 4.44 

Exchange Rates:

NZD/USD 0.7755 0.7817 0.8268 

CNY/NZD 4.75 4.79 5.04 

NZD/GBP 0.4886 0.4862 0.5191 

Milk sol ids  production (ytd % chg]** 6.8 9.4 5.4 

Fonterra  Shareholders ' Fund 6.16 6.39 6.81   
 *Outlook indicates direction of change over the next six months. **As at August 2014. 
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? 
Rural Fact or Fiction? 
Botanically speaking a tomato is a fruit.  In that sense, pumpkin is also a fruit. 

Answer on page 3 
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Rural Commodities Outlook 

Dairy – Light at the end of the tunnel ASB Dairy Index, 7 Nov:  165.9  1.1% (mpc) 

It’s been a long hard road, but WMP prices are hinting that they have 
found a bottom.  Prices have now increased for two consecutive auctions.  
And prices for later-dated contracts are higher than near-dated contracts, 
suggesting that buyers expect prices to rise over coming auctions. 

This stabilisation in prices reflects slowing WMP production growth and 
export growth.  For some producers, WMP exports are lower than they 
were a year ago.  And, crucially here in NZ, our export growth has slowed 
from the rapid pace earlier in the year.  

However, the same can’t be said for broader global dairy prices – the 
search for a bottom goes on.  In this respect, the impacts of the Russian 
import ban appear to be lingering.  In particular, cheddar prices continue to 
slide.    

For farmers, though, time is fast running out for this season’s milk price.  
While a weaker NZD is helping, prices need to lift materially over the 
coming auctions for our $5.10/kg forecast to hold.      

Further out though, we continue to expect a rebound in dairy prices.  For 
our part, we interpret the current dairy price funk as largely cyclical.  And 
once these factors subside, we expect prices to rebound.  Time will tell 
whether the rebound happens in time for this season or next. 

Milk Price Forecast: 
2014/15 2015/16 Long Run

Fonterra ASB ASB ASB
Milk Price* $5.30 $5.10 $6.50 $7.00  
*per kg of milk solids (excluding dividend) 
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Lamb – Seasonal peak Lamb Index, 7 Nov:   205.2  2.1% (mpc) 
Spring lamb prices have peaked at a healthy level, with the per kg price of a 
17.5kg lamb comfortably above $6.  And compared to a year ago, prices 
are around 5% higher.  Over the remainder of 2014, prices will gradually 
come off this recent high as they usually do at this time of the year. 

However, we expect the seasonal price downturn to be modest and that 
price strength should return in the autumn.  Our view still holds in that we 
expect the Australian ewe (mutton) slaughter this year to translate into 
fewer lambs over the course of the season.  This eventual drop-off in 
Australian lamb supply, along with continued weak NZ lamb export 
volumes, should combine to underpin lamb prices. 

On the demand side prospects are back a touch, but still generally 
supportive of prices.  The UK economy remains solid, but EU prospects 
continue to slide.  While the Chinese economy is a touch weaker, 
household demand continues to grow.  All up, we expect lamb prices to 
track at, or above, the 2014 season levels for the remainder of the season. 
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Beef – Beef’s purple patch Beef Index, 7 Nov:  288.7  12.1% (mpc) 

Beef’s purple patch has continued into November.  In fact, the ASB Beef 
Index has set a new record in each of the last eight weeks.  Moreover, since 
the first edition of Farmshed Economics back in April, the index has surged 
close to 50%.   

In the short term, we expect some pullback from the current stratospheric 
price levels.  The record prices are encouraging more beef supply, for 
example from Australia as well as prompting early culling of NZ dairy cows.  
Moreover, high beef prices may force consumers to switch to other 
proteins like chicken.  These factors should contribute to easing prices.    

Further out though, we expect prices to remain high by historical standards 
as the US beef market remains tight over this season and next.  The US 
beef herd is still near record lows.  Moreover, given the time it will take to 
rebuild the herd, the US Department of Agriculture has speculated that it 
may not be until 2017 before US beef production expands again.   
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Rural Commodities Outlook (continued) 

Forestry – Out of the woods ASB Forestry Index, 7 Nov:   157.9 1.4% (mpc) 

For a while during the middle of the year, forestry prices appeared headed 
for the same fate as dairy prices.  The depressed Chinese housing market 
and accompanying lower demand for wood had seen log prices fall 24% in 
USD terms between April and early October.  However, more recently 
prices have shown signs of stabilising. 

While the Chinese housing market continues to stall, harvesting has slowed 
and allowed the log market to move back into balance.  Log prices have 
been further helped by the depreciation in the NZD and weak shipping 
prices.  Also, domestic demand remains firm, further supporting prices.  
After being as much as 17% below its record April level, the Agrifax Log 
Price Index has regained some 8% in NZD terms.   

From here, prices should hold their own, albeit on lower log volumes than 
earlier in the year.  However, further material improvement will have to 
wait for a rebound in the Chinese housing market, which may not come 
until well into 2015.  
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Financial Markets Outlook 

Interest Rates – If, not when 90-day bank bills, 7 Nov: 3.67%  0.01bps (mc) 

With inflation low, it’s now a case if, not when, the Reserve Bank (RBNZ) 
next hikes the Official Cash Rate (OCR).  The October OCR Review 
confirmed as much: “inflation remains modest”.  As a result, “a period of 
assessment remains appropriate before considering further policy 
adjustment”.  

In fact, with annual inflation at 1% in the September quarter the RBNZ is 
very close to breaching its inflation target – something that it will be very 
keen to avoid.   

We expect that means the RBNZ will be on hold at 3.5% until September 
2015.  Previously, we had expected the next OCR hike to come in March 
2015.  Moreover, the current inflation environment warrants less OCR 
increases in total.  We now expect the OCR to peak at 4% compared to 
4.5% previously.  Meanwhile, market pricing now implies the next OCR hike 
in January 2016, with the OCR expected to reach 4% by late 2016.    

All up, interest rates are staying lower for longer. 
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NZ Dollar – Starting to play ball NZD/USD, 7 Nov:  0.7755  0.062 (mc) 

The NZD is starting to play ball, boosting commodity prices in NZD terms.  
Since the July Farmshed Economics, the NZD has posted falls against the 
USD in each subsequent edition.  All up the currency is down 12% against 
the USD since July.   

Similarly, the NZD has fallen steadily against Chinese yuan, and is down 
over 13% over the same period.  The falls against other currencies, though, 
are smaller.  For example, the NZD is down around 6%, 5% and 4% the 
respectively against the pound, AUD and the euro.         

For now, the NZD remains under downward pressure.  It has traded at 
under $US0.77 during November.  With the RBNZ on hold well into next 
year, holding NZ dollars has become less attractive.  Also, on the USD side 
of the equation, the US economy is steadily improving and with it 
expectations of interest rate rises by the US Federal Reserve.   With that in 
mind, we expect the NZD to reach $US0.7500 by mid-2015.     72
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? 
Rural Fact or Fiction?  
Answer: Fact!  Pumpkins (and tomatoes) contain seeds, and therefore botanically are considered fruit.  Chefs, though, 
will tend to beg to differ.   
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Important Disclosures 

 
 
This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or needs. 
Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard to your 
objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the 
information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as to accuracy, 
reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this document are subject 
to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We 
are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. Neither ASB nor any person involved in the 
preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to 
contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant that 
any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.   
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